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a b s t r a c t
Implicit methods are the natural choice for solving stiff systems of ODEs. Rosenbrock
methods are a class of linear implicit methods for solving such stiff systems of ODEs. In the
Rosenbrockmethods the exact Jacobianmust be evaluated at every step. These evaluations
can make the computations costly. By contrast, W -methods use occasional calculations
of the Jacobian matrix. This makes the W -methods popular among the class of linear
implicit methods for numerical solution of stiff ODEs. However, the design of high-order
W -methods is not easy, because as the order of the W -methods increases, the number
of order conditions of the W -methods increases very fast. In this paper, we describe an
approach to constructing high-orderW -methods.
© 2009 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
This paper describes an approach to constructing high-order W -methods using existing explicit Runge–Kutta (RK)
schemes. In particular, the emphasis is on constructing fourth-orderW -methods.
In 1977,Wolfbrandt [1] introduced themodified Rosenbrockmethods for numerical solution of stiff ODEs. Thesemethods
require one evaluation of the Jacobian per step. Based on the theory set forth by Butcher, Nørsett and Wolfbrandt in [2]
developed the order conditions for Rosenbrock-typemethods. They constructed a third-ordermodified Rosenbrockmethod
with local error estimate.
Two years later, Steihaug and Wolfbrandt [3] tried to avoid the use of the exact Jacobian and introduced a new class of
linear implicit methods, called theW -methods. These methods require only occasional calculations of the Jacobian matrix
while maintaining stability, and are thus useful for large-scale, fine-resolution atmospheric simulations using compressible
flow equations [4]. Steihaug and Wolfbrandt showed that for s = 2p−1 stages, where p = 2, 3, there exists aW -method of
order p. They also included an effective second-order stable algorithm with automatic stepsize control.
Scraton [5] showed that in most practical circumstances, the error estimate can be obtained more simply and he derived
two third-orderW -methods. He took A = αJ0, whereα is a constant and A is a squarematrixwith real entries approximating
the Jacobian J0 in theW -methods.
Shintani [6] proved that for s = 2p−1 stages, where p = 1, 2, 3, there exists aW -method of order p which is A-stable if
the matrix A is a sufficiently close approximation to the Jacobian J0, and that the method of order p, where p = 2, 3, embeds
a method of order p− 1. Further, he proved that there exists aW -method of order p = 4 with seven stages if the matrix A
is a sufficiently close approximation to J0.
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Kaps andOstermann [7] studied Rosenbrockmethods of order 4. They investigated twopossibilities to reduce the number
of LU decompositions. One of the possibilities is like Verwer and Scholz [8], to use a Jacobian of a previous step. Thus, number
of additional order conditions is reduced.
Zedan [9] took A as A = J0 + hB, where h is the step length and B is any square matrix that is to represent a perturbation
in the Jacobian J0. He obtained the order conditions for methods of order p ≤ 5. Further, he proposed a second-order and a
third-order method with local error estimate.
Strehmel, Weiner and Büttner [10] gave conditions for the B-convergence of W -methods when applied to stiff semi-
linear systems. The convergence results were extended to stiff nonlinear systems in singular perturbation form. They then
constructed a third-orderW -method.
Most recently, Novati [11] presented some new approaches for solving stiff ODEs by W -methods based on the use of
the Broyden’s updates and the Schubert’s update. In his work, he took A = J0 + O(h) and constructed two new embedded
W -methods of order 3(2) and 4(3).
Until now, the Sisyphean labor of constructing high-order W -methods by hand has not been seriously attempted.
However, a systematic alternative for constructing W -methods of variable order automatically, through extrapolation
methods was explored [12]. In 1987, Deuflhard and Nowak [13] gave a linearly implicit Euler method. In the
proposed method they placed no restriction on the Jacobian matrix J0. Thus, they constructed a W -method of variable
order.
The present paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we present a family of fourth-orderW -methods. In Section 3, we
analyze the stability of the family of fourth-order W -methods. In Section 4, we discuss numerical implementation of the
W -methods. Numerical results are given in Section 5. Section 6 contains the conclusion.
2. TheW -methods
The formulas characterizingW -methods when solving a system of equations
y′ = f (y), y(t0) = y0 (1)
are the following
y1 = y0 + h
s∑
i=1
biki,
W (h, dii, A)ki = f
(
y0 + h
i−1∑
j=1
aijkj
)
+ hA
i−1∑
j=1
dijkj, i = 1, 2, . . . s,
(2)
whereW (h, dii, A) = I − hdiiA and A is a real square matrix such thatW (h, dii, A) is invertible.
The following results are known.
Theorem 1. The maximum order of an s-stage W-method is at most s+ 1.
Proof. See Steihaug et al. [3]. 
Theorem 2. For p even, there exists a W-method of order p with s = p(p+2)4 stages.
Proof. See Hairer et al. [14]. 
According to Theorem 1, it may be possible to build fourth-orderW -methods with three stages or more.
The set of order conditions for aW -method includes those for a classical Runge–Kuttamethod. There is no explicit three-
stage fourth-order Runge–Kutta method. Therefore clearly there is no three-stage fourth-orderW -method.
For four-stage fourth-order W -methods (4S4OW -methods), we have twenty coefficients which must satisfy the
twenty-one order conditions. Searching for such solution is a tremendous task. Therefore, we started with existing four-
stage fourth-order Runge–Kutta methods. However, we did not succeed to find a set of such coefficients for 4S4OW -
methods.
For 5S4OW -methods, thirty coefficients must satisfy the twenty-one order conditions. We started with the existing
fourth-order 2N-storage Runge–Kutta coefficients given in [15].Wewere not able to find a set of coefficients keeping dii = γ ,
where i = 1, . . . , 5. However, we did find sets of coefficients with d11 = 0 or d55 = 0. These sets of coefficients are not
reliable for solving stiff problems. Therefore, the coefficients are not listed here.
Theorem 2 tells us that there exist fourth-orderW -methods with six stages (6S4OW -methods). Such 6S4OW -methods
are discussed in the following sections.
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2.1. Order conditions
For the scheme in Eq. (2) to have the required order of accuracy, the coefficients must obey certain order conditions.
These are obtained by equating coefficients of the Taylor series development of y. The explicit form of these conditions up
to the fourth order of accuracy is given below:
(O1)Σbj = 1 (O4)Σbjajkaklalm = 124
(O2)Σbjajk = 12 (O4)Σbjdjkaklakm = 0
(O2)Σbjdjk = 0 (O4)Σbjajkdklajm = 0
(O3)Σbjajkajl = 13 (O4)Σbjajkakldlm = 0
(O3)Σbjajkakl = 16 (O4)Σbjajkdklalm = 0
(O3)Σbjajkdkl = 0 (O4)Σbjajkdkldlm = 0
(O3)Σbjdjkakl = 0 (O4)Σbjdjkaklalm = 0
(O3)Σbjdjkdkl = 0 (O4)Σbjdjkakldlm = 0
(O4)Σbjajkajlajm = 14 (O4)Σbjdjkdklalm = 0
(O4)Σbjajkaklajm = 18 (O4)Σbjdjkdkldlm = 0
(O4)Σbjajkaklakm = 112 .
(3)
2.2. 6S4OW-methods
For 6S4OW -methods, the number of coefficients which must satisfy the twenty-one order conditions is forty-two. We
suppose that dii = γ , where i = 1, . . . , 6. Then, the number of coefficients is reduced to thirty-seven.
The existing fourth-order LDDRK coefficients [16–18] are used for the aijs and bis. Inspired in [14,19], we set γ = 0.25.
To have a L(α)-stable method where α ≤ pi/2, we set R(∞) = 0 in Eq. (6). Now, we have a system of fourteen equations
with fifteen unknowns. d32 = 0 has been chosen experimentally by solving the system of equations usingMAPLE 12. Thus,
dij coefficients which satisfy the fourth-order conditions are found. Three sets of such coefficients ofW -methods are listed
below.
(1) 6S4O(S)W -method — Using LDDRK coefficients given in [16] with γ = 0.25:
a21 = 0.1453095851778752E + 00 d21 = −0.1663308815707106E + 00
a31 = −0.8363751185795163E − 01 d31 = −0.1955281376483649E + 00
a32 = 0.4653797888836254E + 00 d32 = 0.0000000000000000E + 00
a41 = 0.1221352440293317E + 00 d41 = 0.9328584649444096E − 01
a42 = 0.4710638453536991E − 01 d42 = −0.7516720551667615E − 01
a43 = 0.4675397418727582E + 00 d43 = −0.6083476132133512E + 00
a51 = −0.4105609592117824E + 00 d51 = −0.1055334005738567E + 01
a52 = 0.1129915687702315E + 01 d52 = 0.1642720876210548E + 01
a53 = −0.7428082669587672E + 00 d53 = 0.4253615231250318E + 00
a54 = 0.7795279881005905E + 00 d54 = −0.1228983234763060E + 01
a61 = 0.4218081486710729E + 00 d61 = 0.6244753912169905E − 01
a62 = −0.5620374521933949E + 00 d62 = 0.8093490724906463E + 00
a63 = 0.1148431592100041E + 01 d63 = −0.1933999465400508E + 01
a64 = −0.4385302824054497E + 00 d64 = 0.6699042770344917E + 00
a65 = 0.3574327178152976E + 00 d65 = 0.5199114999181671E − 01
b1 = 0.4655534292633723E − 01 b4 = 0.1106008413222938E + 00
b2 = 0.2007373275547205E + 00 b5 = 0.1962931116539005E + 00
b3 = 0.2958133765427481E + 00 b6 = 0.1500000000000000E + 00.
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(2) 6S4O(C)W -method — Using LDDRK coefficients given in [17] with γ = 0.25:
a21 = 0.28878526699679 d21 = −0.45345741148076
a31 = 0.10893125722541 d31 = −0.34182832909418
a32 = 0.27283594644263 d32 = 0.00000000000000
a41 = 0.10893125722541 d41 = −1.93637949137395
a42 = 0.13201701492152 d42 = 0.62221779527294
a43 = 0.47167254854945 d43 = 0.83345812222713
a51 = 0.10893125722541 d51 = −1.10275049376267
a52 = 0.13201701492152 d52 = 0.47337577919072
a53 = 0.38911623225517 d53 = 0.27833333985558
a54 = 0.06600540453183 d54 = −0.02663940566679
a61 = 0.10893125722541 d61 = −0.97465070482040
a62 = 0.13201701492152 d62 = 0.04287310605107
a63 = 0.38911623225517 d63 = 0.98104398325919
a64 = −0.59203884581148 d64 = 0.59370081382312
a65 = 0.79248022128095 d65 = −0.97639882505842
b1 = 0.10893125722541 b4 = −0.59203884581148
b2 = 0.13201701492152 b5 = 0.47385028714844
b3 = 0.38911623225517 b6 = 0.48812405426094.
(3) 6S4O(B)W -method — Using LDDRK coefficients given in [18] with γ = 0.25:
a21 = 0.032918605146 d21 = −0.060566928942
a31 = −0.573905274856 d31 = −0.317227025111
a32 = 0.823256998200 d32 = 0.000000000000
a41 = −0.114172035574 d41 = −1.420596433366
a42 = 0.199552791730 d42 = 1.189454931628
a43 = 0.381530948900 d43 = −0.161776149667
a51 = −0.293732375805 d51 = 0.702148458093
a52 = 0.443156103276 d52 = −1.238114681516
a53 = 0.232514473389 d53 = 0.645532689244
a54 = 0.200092213184 d54 = −0.452154452468
a61 = 1.973193167196 d61 = −0.292949309489
a62 = −2.632303480923 d62 = 0.238718474557
a63 = 2.113827764674 d63 = −0.384426701068
a64 = −2.326045509879 d64 = 1.461704809920
a65 = 1.718581042715 d65 = −1.271281159685
b1 = 0.971001746640 b4 = −1.209258255435
b2 = −1.272664996516 b5 = 0.958808767946
b3 = 1.282112737366 b6 = 0.270000000000.
3. Stability analysis
Since, in general, the matrices f ′(y0) and A cannot be diagonalized simultaneously, the stability analysis for the W -
methods is very complicated [14]. Therefore for simplicity we assume that the matrices f ′(y0) and A are simultaneously
diagonalizable [3,10].
TheW -methods characterized by Eq. (2) can also be written as
yn+1 = yn + h
s∑
i=1
biki,
Wki = f (yin+1)+ hA
i−1∑
j=1
dijkj, i = 1, . . . , s, (4)
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Fig. 1. Stability regions: the solid line denotes the 6S4O(S)W -method and the dotted line denotes the corresponding extrapolated value.
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Fig. 2. Stability regions: the solid line denotes the 6S4O(C)W -method and the dotted line denotes the corresponding extrapolated value.
yin+1 = yn + h
i−1∑
j=1
aijkj.
Introduce the notations, bT = (b1, b2, . . . , bs), 1 = (1, 1, . . . , 1)T and βij = aij + dij, where β is a strictly lower triangular
matrix. Furthermore, set dii = γ , andw = (I − γ z)−1z with z = hA.
If we apply the method (4) to the scalar test equation y′ = λy, λ ∈ Cwith A = λ, we arrive at the recurrence relation
yn+1 = R(z)yn, z = λh, (5)
where the stability function is given by
R(z) = 1+
s−1∑
k=0
bTβk1wk+1. (6)
For details of this derivation of the stability function, see [10].
Figs. 1–3 show the stability regions of the proposed 6S4OW -methods. All are L(α)-stable schemes, where α ≤ pi/2
(see Table 1). In Section 5, numerical results validate the 6S4OW -schemes for stiff systems.
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Fig. 3. Stability regions: the solid line denotes the 6S4O(B)W -method and the dotted line denotes the corresponding extrapolated value.
Table 1
L(α)-stability of R(z) and Rex(z).
Method R(z) Rex(z)
6S4O(S) 89.86◦ 88.93◦
6S4O(C) 90◦ 90◦
6S4O(B) 90◦ 90◦
4. Numerical implementation
As in [20,14,11], we can reduce the computational cost by the introduction of the new variables ui = ∑ij=1 dijkj, i =
1, . . . , s in Eq. (2). Using uis we can rewrite Eq. (2) as
y1 = y0 +
s∑
i=1
miui,
W¯ (h, dii, A)ui = f
(
y0 +
i−1∑
j=1
a¯ijuj
)
+
i−1∑
j=1
cij
h
uj, i = 1, 2, . . . , s,
(7)
where
(cij) = diag(d−111 , . . . , d−1ss )− (dij)−1,
(a¯ij) = (aij)(dij)−1,
(mi) = (bi)(dij)−1,
W¯ (h, dii, A) = 1hdii I − A.
(8)
4.1. Practical error estimation and stepsize selection
A practical error estimate is necessary to use the proposed W -methods for solving real problems. One possibility is to
consider the Richardson extrapolation [21] method to estimate errors and select stepsizes.
Using aW -method of order p the extrapolated value of order (p+ 1) is computed as
yex = y2 + y2 − y12p − 1 , (9)
where y1 is the solution of one step with stepsize 2h and y2 is the solution of two steps with stepsize h. If R(z) is the stability
function of aW -method of exact order p, the stability function of the extrapolated value is given by
Rex(2z) = 2
pR2(z)− R(2z)
2p − 1 . (10)
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Proposition 3. Let Rex(z) defined as in Eq. (10). Then |Rex(∞)| ≤ 1 is equivalent to 2−p − 1 ≤ R(∞) ≤ 1.
It now follows that in most cases the extrapolated value is stable if the basic method is stable [20]. Figs. 1–3 show the
stability regions for the extrapolated values of the proposedW -methods. Since the proposedW -methods are L(α)-stable,
the extrapolated values of theW -methods are L(α)-stable too (see Table 1).
If h is near the stability bound, y1 may no longer be stable. This may lead to the effect that yex is less accurate than y2.
Nevertheless, the error estimate ‖y2 − y1‖/(2p − 1) makes sense not only in the asymptotic case h → 0 but also in the
above situation, as the stepsize controlled by stability, too [20].
In the numerical codes, to calculate the local truncation error normweuse the following estimate based on theRichardson
extrapolation formula, with the notations Atol ∈ RN for absolute error tolerance and Rtol ∈ R for relative error tolerance,
error =
√√√√ 1
N
N∑
i=1
(
erri
toli
)2
, (11)
where
erri =
(
y1(i)− y2(i)
2p − 1
)
,
toli = Atoli + Rtol ·max
i
(|y1(i)|, |y2(i)|, |yex(i)|).
(12)
To select the stepsize, we use the classic formula [21,14] hnew = h · hfac , where
hfac = min
(
facmax,max
(
facmin, fac ·
(
1
error
) 1
p+1
))
. (13)
The linear systems in theW -method have the form
W (h, d, A)k = f . (14)
These are solved by LU-decomposition and back-substitution. To take advantage of theW -methods, during the computation
the matrixW should be kept as long as possible and re-evaluated after a failure of a specified accuracy requirement for the
local truncation error. An algorithmbased on this strategy is proposed in [3]. However, to keep the same LU-decomposition of
thematrixW for several time steps, the time step should be kept constant in addition to the Jacobian. It might unnecessarily
increase the number of time steps needed for the numerical integration and thus increase in the computational cost.
Based on the discussion so far, we give an outline of an algorithm that can be easily implemented in numerical codes.
We introduce nLU to keep track of the number of times LU-decomposition skipped. If nLU is greater than τLU which is given
by the user, the algorithm does the LU-decomposition with hnew , else the algorithm keeps the same LU-decomposition of
W . Here τLU is a positive integer constant. The matrix A is altered and set equal to the Jacobian matrix if the error calculated
using Eq. (11) is greater than τJ0 . Here the τJ0 is a strictly positive constant but less than or equal to one. Lowering the value
of τJ0 increases the number of Jacobian evaluations.
5. Numerical experiments
In order to check the accuracy of the proposed methods we compare with the following ROW -methods.
ROS4 - GROK4T [14]: A Rosenbrock method of order 4 with s = 4 and embedded third-order error estimator
RODASP [19]: A Rosenbrock method of order 4 with s = 6 and embedded third-order error estimator
WB34 [11]: An six-stageW -method of order 4 without any updates discussed in [11].
We set the relative error tolerance to be Rtol = Tol and the absolute error tolerance Atoli = 10−6 · Tol for the problems
OREGO and ROBER, Atoli = 10−4 · Tol for HIRES and Atoli = Tol for BRUSS, where i = 1, . . . ,N . We keep facmax = 6.0,
facmin = 0.2 and fac = 0.9 in Eq. (13). To calculate the global error norm we consider
global error =
√√√√ 1
N
N∑
i=1
errori2, (15)
where errori is the difference between the numerically calculated value and the exact solution of ith component.
Unless stated otherwise, numerical results are comparedwith the exact solutions for ‘‘Testset of stiff ODEs’’ given in [14].
We use the notationsNJ and q for number of times Jacobian reused and observed temporal order of themethod, respectively.
If NJ = 1, the Jacobian is computed at each step; if NJ = k, the Jacobian is computed at t0, tk, t2k, . . .. We also use the
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Table 2
Numerical results — CURTISS.
h (NJ) 0.1000E+00 0.5000E−01 0.2500E−01 0.1250E−01 0.6250E−02
ROS4 1 0.9143E−04 0.4830E−05 0.2081E−06 0.7635E−08 0.2436E−09
q 4.2427 4.5366 4.7685 4.9702
RODASP 1 0.6466E−07 0.4865E−08 0.3331E−09 0.2180E−10 0.1565E−11
q 3.7323 3.8686 3.9333 3.8006
WB34 1 0.2388E−05 0.4444E−06 0.6644E−07 0.7714E−08 0.7130E−09
q 2.4259 2.7419 3.1065 3.4356
10 0.2625E−03 0.3292E−04 0.3081E−04 0.6398E−05 0.6995E−06
q 2.9954 0.0956 2.2676 3.1933
6S4O(S) 1 0.3052E−03 0.2411E−04 0.1725E−05 0.1169E−06 0.7655E−08
q 3.6621 3.8044 3.8832 3.9331
10 0.4651E−03 0.3802E−04 0.3658E−05 0.2468E−06 0.1307E−07
q 3.6128 3.3777 3.8899 4.2386
6S4O(C) 1 0.1916E−03 0.1185E−04 0.5027E−06 0.1178E−07 0.2854E−09
q 4.0153 4.5587 5.4150 5.3673
10 0.5287E−03 0.6109E−04 0.8364E−05 0.5683E−06 0.2360E−07
q 3.1134 2.8688 3.8794 4.5898
6S4O(B) 1 0.2529E−04 0.4439E−06 0.1403E−06 0.2111E−07 0.1944E−08
q 5.8320 1.6612 2.7327 3.4412
10 0.2161E−03 0.2675E−04 0.4159E−05 0.2899E−06 0.1157E−07
q 3.0139 2.6853 3.8422 4.6471
following abbreviations:
TOL Tolerance (Tol in the numerical codes)
ERROR Global error calculated by using Eq. (15)
NJAC Number of Jacobian evaluations
NLU Number of LU decompositions
ACC Number of accepted steps
REJ Number of rejected steps.
Here when we count the number of accepted steps (ACC) for the methods using the Richardson extrapolation for the error
control, we count the steps with stepsize h.
The work-precision diagram is provided only for the problem BRUSS. For small problems like ROBER, OREGO and HIRES,
there is no big difference in the work-precision diagram as we use the Richardson extrapolation for the error control.
It is interesting to study the behavior of the W -methods with an arbitrary matrix A in Eq. (2). Therefore we provide
error-NJ diagrams.
5.1. The Curtiss–Hirschfelder equation - CURTISS
In this section we solve the Curtiss–Hirschfelder equation [22],
y′ = −50(y− cos t), 0 ≤ t ≤ 10 (16)
together with the initial condition y(0) = 1. The exact solution is
y(t) = 2500
2501
cos t + 50
2501
sin t + 1
2501
e−50t , t ≥ 0. (17)
Table 2 shows the global error at t = 10. Throughout the numerical integration, the stepsize is kept constant.
5.2. The Robertson problem — ROBER
In this section we solve one of the most prominent examples of the stiff literature — the Robertson problem [14],
y1′ = −0.04y1 + 104y2y3
y2′ = 0.04y1 − 104y2y3 − 3× 107y22
y3′ = 3× 107y22
(18)
with the initial conditions
y1(0) = 1, y2(0) = 0, y3(0) = 0. (19)
It was usually treated on the interval 0 ≤ x ≤ 40, until Hindmarsh discovered that many codes fail if x becomes very
large [14].
Without the error control: Fig. 4 shows error-NJ diagram for the problem at x = 100 for a constant time step, h = 10−3.
With the error control: In Table 3 we compare the methods for different tolerances at x = 1011. For this experiment τLU
is set to 4 and τJ0 is set to 0.1.
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Fig. 4. Error-NJ diagram for the ROBER problem.
Table 3
Numerical results with error control — ROBER.
TOL ERROR NJAC NLU ACC REJ
ROS4 E−04 0.2618E−08 68 68 65 3
RODASP 0.8209E−08 62 62 62 0
6S4O(S) 0.7540E−04 11 92 114 1
6S4O(C) 0.1127E−03 14 100 123 2
6S4O(B) 0.4357E−04 8 86 116 1
ROS4 E−07 0.8569E−10 306 306 259 47
RODASP 0.2916E−09 236 236 233 3
6S4O(S) 0.3068E−07 58 182 215 0
6S4O(C) 0.4669E−07 97 282 217 13
6S4O(B) 0.2066E−06 54 166 226 0
ROS4 E−10 0.4008E−15 1742 1742 1367 375
RODASP 0.5553E−11 1218 1218 1215 3
6S4O(S) 0.4757E−10 382 812 862 2
6S4O(C) 0.4413E−11 649 1414 857 35
6S4O(B) 0.1137E−12 359 776 844 1
5.3. The Oregonator problem — OREGO
In this section we solve the famous Oregonator model with a periodic solution describing the chemical reaction [21,14],
y1′ = 77.27(y2 + y1(1− 8.375× 10−6y1 − y2))
y2′ = 177.27 (y3 − (1+ y1)y2)
y3′ = 0.161(y1 − y3)
(20)
with the initial conditions
y1(0) = 1, y2(0) = 2, y3(0) = 3. (21)
This is an example of a system of stiff differential equations whose solutions change rapidly over many orders of
magnitude.
Without the error control: Fig. 5 shows error-NJ diagram for the problemat x = 30 for a constant time step, h = 2.5·10−4.
With the error control: Table 4 compares the methods for different tolerances at x = 30. τLU is kept at 4 and τJ0 is kept
at 0.5 for this experiment.
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Table 4
Numerical results with error control — OREGO.
TOL ERROR NJAC NLU ACC REJ
ROS4 E−04 0.1763E+00 301 301 264 37
RODASP 0.3401E+00 236 236 166 70
6S4O(S) 0.4331E−01 68 216 185 34
6S4O(C) 0.6281E−01 59 210 215 38
6S4O(B) 0.1396E+00 50 162 153 24
ROS4 E−07 0.1008E−03 2699 2699 2567 132
RODASP 0.7206E−04 972 972 969 3
6S4O(S) 0.4037E−04 452 1062 891 21
6S4O(C) 0.7049E−04 377 950 1185 10
6S4O(B) 0.3936E−05 307 902 945 15
ROS4 E−10 0.7878E−07 24232 24232 21759 2473
RODASP 0.7552E−07 6330 6330 6187 143
6S4O(S) 0.4647E−07 2953 6142 6679 3
6S4O(C) 0.9477E−07 2653 7392 7992 7
6S4O(B) 0.3129E−08 2129 6354 6569 35
Fig. 5. Error-NJ diagram for the OREGO problem.
5.4. A chemical reaction involving eight reactants — HIRES
In this section we numerically integrate a chemical reaction involving eight reactants [14],
y1′ = −1.71y1 + 0.43y2 + 8.32y3 + 0.0007
y2′ = 1.71y1 − 8.75y2
y3′ = −10.03y3 + 0.43y4 + 0.035y5
y4′ = 8.32y2 + 1.71y3 − 1.12y4
y5′ = −1.745y5 + 0.43y6 + 0.43y7
y6′ = −280y6y8 + 0.69y4 + 1.71y5 − 0.43y6 + 0.69y7
y7′ = 280y6y8 − 1.81y7
y8′ = −y7′
(22)
with the initial conditions
y1(0) = 0, y2(0) = 0, y3(0) = 0, y4(0) = 0,
y5(0) = 0, y6(0) = 0, y7(0) = 0, y8(0) = 0.0057. (23)
This was proposed by Schäfer to explain the growth and differentiation of plant tissue independent of photosynthesis at
high levels of irradiance by light.
Without the error control: Fig. 6 shows error-NJ diagram at x = 321.8122 for a time step, h = 1.25× 10−2.
With the error control: Table 5 compares the methods for different tolerances at x = 421.8122. For this experiment τLU
is set to 4 and τJ0 is kept at 0.5.
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Fig. 6. Error-NJ diagram for the HIRES problem.
Table 5
Numerical results with error control- HIRES.
TOL ERROR NJAC NLU ACC REJ
ROS4 E−04 0.6283E−06 52 52 43 9
RODASP 0.1000E−06 39 39 34 5
6S4O(S) 0.2491E−05 7 46 51 6
6S4O(C) 0.7873E−06 14 64 65 12
6S4O(B) 0.1831E−06 8 44 50 4
ROS4 E−07 0.1395E−09 272 272 262 10
RODASP 0.1736E−09 162 162 149 13
6S4O(S) 0.3235E−10 47 146 120 15
6S4O(C) 0.1769E−09 52 182 162 27
6S4O(B) 0.2156E−10 34 120 104 15
ROS4 E−10 0.1776E−11 2692 2692 2623 69
RODASP 0.1802E−11 911 911 909 2
6S4O(S) 0.9255E−13 363 866 904 3
6S4O(C) 0.3419E−13 364 850 1188 0
6S4O(B) 0.1226E−11 269 664 907 1
5.5. The Brusselator problem — BRUSS
In this section we solve the Brusselator in one spatial variable x [14]
∂u
∂t
= A+ u2v − (B+ 1)u+ α ∂
2u
∂x2
∂v
∂t
= Bu− u2v + α ∂
2v
∂x2
(24)
with 0 ≤ x ≤ 1, A = 1, B = 3, α = 150 and boundary conditions
u(0, t) = 1, u(1, t) = 1, v(0, t) = 3
v(1, t) = 3, u(x, 0) = 1+ sin(2pix), v(x, 0) = 3. (25)
As in [14] replace the second spatial derivatives by finite differences on a grid of N points. Let N = 500 so that we get a
system of 1000 differential equations. We integrate on the interval, 0 ≤ t ≤ 10.
Without the error control: Fig. 7 shows error-NJ for a time step, h = 10−2.
With the error control: Table 7 compares the methods for different tolerances. For this experiment we set τLU as 10 and
τJ0 as 0.7.
Since some order conditions of (3) can be shifted to higher orders if it is assumed that A = J0+O(h) [7], we compare the
temporal order qwith NJ = 1, 10, 50, 100 in Table 6.
The Jacobian of the system is banded with upper and lower bandwidth 2 and the linear algebra is therefore done in the
banded version. Fig. 8 shows the work-precision diagram for this problem. For large systems of differential equations, it is
obvious that if the matrix is full theW -methods are very much superior to the classic methods.
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Fig. 7. Error-NJ diagram for the BRUSS problem.
Table 6
A comparison of observed temporal orders for the problem BRUSS.
h (NJ) 0.2000E−01 0.1000E−01 0.5000E−02 0.2500E−02
6S4O(S) 1 0.7683E−08 0.4944E−09 0.3132E−10 0.1936E−11
q 3.9579 3.9806 4.0159
10 0.3214E−08 0.3214E−09 0.2550E−10 0.1750E−11
q 3.3221 3.6558 3.8652
50 0.4304E−08 0.1925E−09 0.1001E−10 0.1050E−11
q 4.4825 4.2650 3.2529
100 0.1266E−07 0.2646E−09 0.1196E−10 0.6119E−12
q 5.5798 4.4682 4.2883
6S4O(C) 1 0.2055E−09 0.1419E−10 0.9017E−12 0.3425E−13
q 3.8561 3.9760 4.7185
10 0.1244E−08 0.3276E−10 0.1270E−11 0.3722E−13
q 5.2471 4.6887 5.0929
50 0.9134E−08 0.4236E−09 0.6887E−11 0.1286E−12
q 4.4304 5.9427 5.7427
100 0.4276E−07 0.5896E−09 0.2600E−10 0.3928E−12
q 6.1805 4.5030 6.0489
6S4O(B) 1 0.2005E−08 0.1265E−09 0.9781E−11 0.2534E−11
q 3.9863 3.6933 1.9483
10 0.6186E−09 0.9373E−10 0.8949E−11 0.2513E−11
q 2.7223 3.3887 1.8322
50 0.8364E−08 0.2146E−09 0.1946E−11 0.2351E−11
q 5.2844 6.7854 -0.2730
100 0.2494E−07 0.5333E−09 0.1127E−10 0.2031E−11
q 5.5471 5.5648 2.4720
6. Conclusions
The number of order conditions for high-orderW -methods is rather large. Evenwith today’s scientific resources, it is still
a huge endeavor to find the coefficients for such high-orderW -methods. The set of order conditions for aW -method includes
those for a Runge–Kuttamethod. Thismight ease thework of finding such coefficients. This paper presents such an approach
that can be used to find new sets of coefficients for high-orderW -methods and introduces an L(α)-stable and two L-stable
6S4OW -methods. These schemes compare well with classical schemes. Since the coefficients of the schemes are found for
any arbitrary matrix A used in place of the Jacobian matrix, these methods can significantly reduce the computational costs
for large systems of differential equations. In particular, in the Brusselator problem, where the Jacobian is not changing
rapidly, a clear advantage over classical methods is observed. However, for small problems like ROBER, OREGO and HIRES,
this advantage is lost because the proposedW -methods lack a built-in error control mechanism.
To design an embedded 6S4OW -method, one may start with existing six-stage, fourth-order Runge–Kutta methods. For
the error control if one uses aW -method of order three, one will have eight more equations with six additional unknowns
b˜i. Thus, one now has a system of twenty-one equations and twenty-two unknowns if γ is considered a variable. Given the
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Table 7
Numerical results with error control — BRUSS.
TOL ERROR NJAC NLU ACC REJ
ROS4 E−04 0.1566E−03 54 54 45 9
RODASP 0.9202E−04 53 53 42 11
6S4O(S) 0.7215E−04 4 28 64 2
6S4O(C) 0.8632E−04 3 26 62 1
6S4O(B) 0.9875E−04 4 28 62 3
ROS4 E−07 0.1682E−06 210 210 207 3
RODASP 0.4940E−07 190 190 185 55
6S4O(S) 0.3156E−06 9 56 106 4
6S4O(C) 0.3085E−06 8 48 106 5
6S4O(B) 0.2092E−06 9 52 102 5
ROS4 E−10 0.1659E−09 1135 1135 1135 0
RODASP 0.4031E−10 1000 1000 1000 0
6S4O(S) 0.4214E−10 19 174 285 1
6S4O(C) 0.2688E−10 20 136 294 0
6S4O(B) 0.8887E−09 22 148 271 2
Fig. 8. Work-precision diagram for the BRUSS problem.
high nonlinear character of the system, solutions are however hard to find; the authors were not able to solve the system
with the Runge–Kutta coefficients given in [18,17,16].
For an embedded 6S4OW -method, rather than starting with existing Runge–Kutta coefficients, one may attempt first to
design a set of six-stage fourth-order Runge–Kutta coefficients knowing that auxiliary conditions for an embedded 6S4OW -
methodmust be obeyed. Then, one can in principle find a solution as discussed in this paper. Solving the resulting nonlinear
equations is a good subject for future research.
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